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ABSTRACT
In recent years, whilst the number of products to be displayed has increased and competition has become fiercer, the overall shelf space of retailers has decreased. In many product categories there are many manufacturers willing to pay significant premiums to obtain preferred retail locations, and thereby grab the best positions on the shelves, and this situation has made retail shelf-space more valuable than ever. For this reason, there is still an ongoing battle between rival companies to boost their sales by better managing existing shelf space through obtaining the most convenient and appropriate shelf locations. Available research data indicates that under normal circumstances, shelf management decisions such as product display and shelving are highly influential with regard to increasing sales. However, shelf level (eye-level, waist to shoulder-level, knee-level) effects on sales have not been widely investigated. In this study, a possible relationship between product shelf levels and sales figures has been sought in order to compare the sales figures generated from three different shelf levels. It was found that differences between the mean sales scores of the products placed in different shelf levels were significant, and they had an impact on the sales figures.
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Introduction

Until the second half of 1970s, most manufacturers and retailers relied heavily upon promotional efforts outside the retailer’s store. These promotional efforts were also identified as “external” promotional techniques, and included advertising, intensified marketing research, improved packaging and direct marketing, which were all widely used to stimulate consumer buying behaviour (Hubbard, 1969-1970, p.36). However, after the emergence of the term “atmospherics” by Kotler (1973-1974), the area of interest shifted to the “internal” techniques used to entice consumers to shop and purchase. In marketing literature, the term atmospherics was widely used to describe the “conscious designing of space to create certain effects in buyers” (Kotler, 1973, p.50).

Kotler (1973-1974) asserted that environmental cues within a retail setting could have a potential effect on consumer perceptions and behaviour. Later, Markin et.al. (1976, p.43) suggested that such environmental cues pervade a retail store by stating that “the retail store is a bundle of cues, messages and suggestions which communicate to consumers”. The results of a growing body of research including many applications such as how to use colour (Bellizzi, Crowley and Hasty, 1983), music (Smith and Curnow, 1966; Milliman, 1982; 1986; Areni and Kim, 1993; Yalch and Spangenberg, 1993; Herrington and Capella, 1996), fragrance (Fiore and Kim, 1997; Fiore, Yah and Yoh, 2000), lighting (Baker, Levy and Grewal, 1992; Areni and Kim, 1994), category management (Harris and McPartland, 1993; Ratner, Kahn and Kahneman, 1999; Gruen and Shah, 2000; Kahn and Wasink, 2004; Campo and Gijsbrechts, 2005; Larson, 2005), aisle management (Bitner and Barnes, 1992; Smith and Burns, 1996; Underhill, 1999; Tarnowski, 2004; Larson, 2006), and shelf management (Cox, 1964; 1970; Hubbard, 1969; Curhan, 1972; 1973; Wilkinson, Paksoy and Mason, 1981; Borin and Farris, 1990; Dréze, Hoch and Purk, 1994; Larson, 2006) to create certain effects on consumers supported the idea. Although all the elements of atmospherics were considered as important tools to influence buyer behaviour, shelf management decisions took on a more important role inasmuch as shelf space was the only element in scarcity.

Background to the study

The allocation of shelf space to the multitude of products is still a challenge that retailers and manufacturers face. In fact this problem is more important if it is viewed from the perspective of manufacturers, since retailers want to maximize category sales and profits, regardless of brand identity (Dréze, Hoch and Purk, 1994, p.302). Retailers allocate a fixed amount of shelf space to maximise advantage, but in many product categories there are too many manufacturers, and the capacity of a typical chain may only serve to display one-third of new items each year (Dréze et.al., 1994, p.302). Dréze et. al. (1994, p.302) explains this position as “each new product adoption is accompanied with uncertainty regarding the most appropriate location for its display and the optimal amount of shelf space to allocate”. In retail stores products should be easily accessible to the customer; there is a frequently quoted saying, “merchandise handled is merchandising half sold”. Namely, “customers buy what they see more visible, convenient to reach and attractive”. Obviously, the increasing frequency of consumers engaging in impulse purchasing has a positive effect on this situation. Recent
figures in retailing shows that the share of the impulse purchased goods in total purchases still tends to increase (Davies and Tilley; 2004, p.10). The fear of “an improper location or an under-allocation of space might kill a product before it achieves full sales potential” (Dréze et al., 1994, p.302) also triggered an ongoing shelf place battle between the manufacturers. These conditions increased the number of manufacturers willing to pay significant premiums and expend considerable resources to grab the best positions on the shelves, and made retailer’s shelves much more valuable than ever before.

During the 1960s and 1970s, several researchers looked for shelf management principles. But each study focused upon different dimensions of shelf management, and findings on the effects of shelf space, shelf positions and product facings were mixed (Larson, 2006, p.101). The first known study about shelf management effects on sales was conducted by Cox in 1964. Cox (1964) studied the sales effects of increased number of the facings of different product categories. He added facing to four categories but found significant sales increases for only one category (Larson, 2006, p.101). His other study (Cox, 1970) did not give different results. Having reallocated shelf space in two categories he found examples where the additional product facings had little sales impact. The number of studies concerned with the shelving and sales relationship had increased, starting from the end of the 1960s. Hubbard’s study (Hubbard, 1969) found a direct relationship between shelf allocation and sales. Eye-level shelf positions provided a 5 to 7 per cent sales increase in private brand teas, with other variables being held as constant as possible. When the place of national brand teas moved from eye-level to lower positions, their sales fell 11 per cent. Additionally, sales variations accompanied differing shelf arrangements of merchandise (Hubbard, 1969). These findings supported the suggestion that improved shelving had a favourable impact on sales. But some researchers (Curhan, 1972; 1973) conducted several studies about shelf arrangements and sales and concluded that important payoffs from this type of research were unlikely (Larson, 2006, p.101). Curhan (1972) found that there was only a small, positive relationship between shelf space and unit sales. However, this relationship was not proved for every store or product line. Wilkinson, Paksoy and Mason (1981) noted in their study that an expanded shelf presence resulted in crossed demand curves instead of increased sales. Perhaps the firmest evidence about the shelf arrangement and sales relationship came from Dréze, Hoch and Purk’s (1994) research against these discouraging findings. Dréze et al. (1994) found that 4 to 6 per cent sales gains could be achieved with better product placement and space allocation. Their research also revealed that position was far more important than the number of facings; two facings at eye level generated more sales for a product than five facings on the bottom shelf (Dréze et al., 1994, p.324). Another finding was that if a store moved an item from the worst shelf location to the best one, sales would increase by an average of nearly 60 per cent (Larson, 2006, p.101).

Although some research produced exceptions in the results, available research data mostly indicated that under normal circumstances, product displaying and shelving were highly influential in increasing sales. The supporters of this idea (e.g., Hubbard, 1969; Cox, 1970; Dréze et al., 1994) suggested that products placed on the prime location
shelves could gain more sales. In retailing literature, the prime location shelf was defined as the shelf with the height about 51 to 53 inches from the floor (Larson, 2005, p.104) which corresponds to the eye-level of customers. The shelves with heights out of these ranges were also defined as below the prime location shelves. Although the prime location and below location shelf levels were defined in the literature, only a limited amount of research has been conducted about their effects on sales. In this study, new findings for the academic literature will be sought.

Research design and methodology

The research was designed to investigate the effects of shelf positions (height levels) on sales figures. Experimental design of the study involved shelf level positions as the independent variable, manipulated in order to observe whether they had an effect on the average sales or not. Due to the vast number of product categories found on retailers’ shelves, this study was limited to only one product category, biscuits. This product was selected because it is subject to impulse purchase, and food manufacturers’ shelf battles are more fierce and costly than for any other industry. Biscuit is also a popular and widely consumed product that appeals to the taste of a high number of consumers. Another reason for product choice was that price is not the first consideration in the purchasing decisions of consumers, while location and availability are very important. More significant, however, is the fact that this product category does not have a high brand loyalty level which can affect the reliability of the study. 10 small-sized and medium-sized (shopping area below 400 square meters and between 400-1000 square meters) retailers were chosen as the sample. In sampling process, contact was made with 22 retailers, but only 10 were willing to co-operate. Some of the sample stores were branches of national supermarket chains but some of them were the ones operating independently. Small-sized and medium-sized retailers were chosen because most of the managers of the hypermarkets and the large-size stores (shopping area more than 1000 square meters) did not show a positive approach to the study, in the belief that changing the shelf positions of products would confuse large number of customers. A primary data collection method was used to obtain the necessary data for the analysis. The data collection process involved interaction with retail managers and other store staff, so good personal relations were maintained. In order to record the data accurately and to minimise data collection error, a survey record sheet illustrated below (Figure 1) was prepared and distributed to the stores for record-keeping purposes.

Figure 1: Survey Record Sheet Used to Collect Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STORE LOCATION</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHELF POSITION</td>
<td>SALES (in YTL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYE LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIST TO SHOULDER LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNEE LEVEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In each retail store, a research responsible staff member was appointed and he/she kept a record of weekly sales of the given product for twelve weeks. The weekly sales figures from the stores were collected and recorded during store visits. In order to search the impact of shelf levels on sales, the product (biscuits) was placed in different shelf levels, and their sales figures were observed for a certain period of time. The product was, firstly, displayed on knee-level shelves, then on the waist to shoulder level shelves, and lastly, on the eye-level shelves of ten chosen retailers for a period of three months.

The product remained one month in each different shelf level position (e.g., it was displayed for one month on the knee-level shelf, one month on the waist to shoulder level shelf and one month on the eye-level shelf), and at the end of each 30 days it was moved from the lower shelf to the upper one. During this time, the weekly sales figures of the product were recorded and monthly average sales figures were also calculated. It should be noted that each item’s retail price is fixed for all levels of shelves in the retail stores. In previous research efforts in measuring the impact of shelf levels upon sales, promotion activities of the manufacturers affected the reliability of the studies since promotions had a short to medium term impact on sales (Larson, 2005, p.103). In order to overcome this problem the summer season was deliberately chosen for the study since the promotion campaigns of the food manufacturers were at a minimum level in the summer time except for soft drinks and ice cream. So the study was started in the first week of the June and ended in the last week of August. During twelve weeks, the sales numbers of the biscuits generated from three different shelf levels were regularly recorded, and having collected the necessary data, analysis by the statistical tolls was begun. Biscuits shelf levels (heights) which were used in the sample stores are shown below (see Figure 2);

![Figure 2: Shelf Levels (heights) Used in Sample Stores](image-url)
Data analysis and research findings

Data collected from the retailers in survey record sheets was tabulated and analysed by using statistical analysis software SPSS version 15.0. Data was analysed using the following methods:

- The mean score differences within each group of shelf level sales and between groups were checked by using ANOVA (Analysis of Variance).
- The mean score difference of each component (shelf level) was measured against components from different groups by using the Fisher’s least significant difference test (LSD) with pair-wise multi-comparison which is equivalent to the multiple individual t tests between each component of different groups.

The mean score differences of the sales figures of the product placed in different shelves were compared with one-way ANOVA in order to diagnose whether there was a significant difference between the means. One-way ANOVA is normally used to test for differences among three or more independent groups and independent groups in this research were defined as (1) “knee level shelf’s sales’ mean”, (2) “waist to shoulder level shelf’s sales’ mean” and (3) “eye level shelf’s sales’ mean”. Their mean scores were denoted as;

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_1 & = \text{Knee level shelf’s sales mean} \\
\mu_2 & = \text{Waist to shoulder level shelf’s sales mean} \\
\mu_3 & = \text{Eye level shelf’s sales mean}
\end{align*}
\]

And the hypothesis to be tested was formulated as;

\[H_1: \text{There is a significant difference between the means of the sales figures of the product when placed in different shelves. So, product shelf levels do have an impact on the means of the sales figures. (} H_1: \mu_1 \neq \mu_2 \neq \mu_3)\]

The hypothesis was tested by one-way ANOVA with the probability of \(p < 0.05\) (95%), and the analysis resulted that there was a significant difference between the mean sales scores (at least one of them) of the products placed in different shelf levels (see figure 3).

**Figure 3: ANOVA Results for the Mean Sales Scores of the Product**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2394785,817</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1197392,908</td>
<td>7,165</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>84153020,150</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>719256,582</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86547805,967</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Observed (or test statistic from the table 1) F value in the table is significant at the 0.05 level. And since the critical F value with k-1 numerator and N-k denominator degrees of freedom at 95% probability level $F_{0.05(2,117)} (3.07)$ was much lower than the observed value (7.165), the null hypothesis ($H_0$) was rejected and the alternative hypothesis ($H_1$) was accepted. Namely, the data suggested that the differences between the mean sales scores of the products placed in different shelf levels were significant and product shelf levels did have an impact on sales. Although significant differences were found in the mean sales scores of the products placed in different shelf levels with a probability $p<0.05$, the ANOVA did not tell which group differed from the other. For this reason, Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) analysis was also conducted to reveal which group’s mean was different from the other one. The hypotheses below were tested by Fisher’s LSD:

$H_2$: There is a significant difference between the eye level shelf’s sales mean and the waist to shoulder level shelf’s sales mean. ($H_2: \mu_1 \neq \mu_2$)

$H_3$: There is a significant difference between the eye level shelf’s sales mean and the knee level shelf’s sales mean. ($H_3: \mu_1 \neq \mu_3$)

$H_4$: There is a significant difference between the knee level shelf’s sales mean and the waist to shoulder level shelf’s sales mean. ($H_4: \mu_2 \neq \mu_3$)

Fisher’s least significant difference analysis revealed that at 95% probability level, the difference between the “knee level shelf sales” and “eye level shelf sales” was significant to the favour of “eye level”. But the difference between the “knee level shelf sales” and “waist to shoulder level shelf sales” was not significant (see figure 4).

**Figure 4: Multiple Comparison (LSD) Results for the Mean Sales Scores of the Product**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) SHELFVL</th>
<th>(II) SHELFVL</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KneeLev=1</td>
<td>WaistShoulderLev=2</td>
<td>-16,4250</td>
<td>30,8967</td>
<td>.596</td>
<td>-77,6677</td>
<td>44,8177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EyeLev=3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-254,3000(*)</td>
<td>30,8967</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-315,5427</td>
<td>-193,0573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaistShoulderLev=2</td>
<td>KneeLev=1</td>
<td>16,4250</td>
<td>30,8967</td>
<td>.596</td>
<td>-44,8177</td>
<td>77,6677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EyeLev=3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-237,8750(*)</td>
<td>30,8967</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-299,1177</td>
<td>176,6323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EyeLev=3</td>
<td>KneeLev=1</td>
<td>254,3000(*)</td>
<td>30,8967</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>193,0573</td>
<td>315,5427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WaistShoulderLev=2</td>
<td>237,8750(*)</td>
<td>30,8967</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>176,6323</td>
<td>299,1177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on observed means.
* The mean difference is significant at the ,05 level.
The analysis also revealed that at 95% probability level, the difference between the “waist to shoulder shelf sales” and “eye level shelf sales” was significant to the favour of “eye level”. According to these results, alternative hypotheses H2 and H3 were accepted but H4 was rejected.

In order to indicate the strength and direction of the linear relationship between shelf level and sales, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated (see figure 5).

**Figure 5: Correlation Results Between Shelf Levels and Sales Figures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SHELFLVL</th>
<th>SALES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHELFLVL</strong></td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SALES</strong></td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Pearson correlation coefficient (r = 0.32), there was a positive relation between the shelf levels and the sales figures but the degree of the relation was not strong.

**Research limitations**

It is important to note that this research is subject to definite limitations. But within the framework of this study, some notable and constructive conclusions may be drawn. It was expected that the research would give some satisfactory results concerning the impact of shelf levels on product sales, and these conclusions would enable manufacturers to integrate improved shelving techniques to boost sales of their products and to strengthen the competitive position of their operations. Decisions to place certain merchandise in the preferred or less-preferred shelf arrangements may result in widely varying sales performances. However, it would be erroneous to conclude that proper shelf arrangement alone will produce the most favourable sales performance. In another limitation of the study, brand and brand loyalty factors which were omitted in the research could also be influential in creating favourable sales response in the shelves, but this should be the subject of further investigation. The research was carried out only in the small-sized and medium-sized supermarkets since the larger retailers and hypermarket chains did not display a positive approach towards this study. The research results might have varied if they had permitted this research in their stores. The data were collected during twelve weeks from the stores, but a more longitudinal study could have produced more accurate results that could be more widely generalised.
Conclusion

The basic purpose of this study was to assess the impact of product shelving on sales, as an element of atmospherics, and to investigate whether different shelf position levels (eye-level, waist-level, knee-level) may result in variations in sales figures for the same product. Analysis of sales volume statistics in the sample stores revealed that differences between the mean sales scores of the products placed on different shelf levels were significant, and product shelving had an impact on the sales figures. This indicated the existence of a direct relationship between the shelf levels of the products and their sales performance. Although the direct relationship between the shelf level positioning of the products and their sales performance was found, the degree of this relationship was not strong. Another interesting research finding is that when the product was positioned on the eye-level shelves, it showed a better sales performance statistically compared to its other waist-level and knee-level shelves’ sales performances. Manipulating the shelf positions of the products resulted in positive sales performance variation only for “eye level” shelves, keeping the other variables that may affect the sales constant. These results supported the findings of research conducted by Dréze, Hoch and Purk (1994). Manufacturers should be aware that positioning their products on the prime location shelves (eye-level) may result in some increase on sales performance. But the balance between how much they lose by paying retailers to guarantee the best places for their products and how much they gain by increasing sales performance needs to be quantified. In short, the question of “Is it worth spending that much money in the shelf wars?” needs to be studied and answered by the manufacturers themselves.
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